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website-ready PHP code from

HTML and SHTML source
files. HTML To PHP
Converter assists web

developers with the task of
HTML to PHP conversion by
instantly producing website-
ready PHP code. HTML To
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professional application
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Convert HTML, HTML 4,
HTML 5, HTML-BB,
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XHTML and other markup
languages to PHP code

-Convert HTML to PHP
script, PHP to HTML and
other conversions -Extract

HTML content from any EXE
file -Convert plain HTML to

PHP snippets -Convert
HTML/XHTML to PHP

scripts and other conversions
-Convert HTML to XML

-Convert HTML to any other
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markup language -Convert a
single HTML file to a PHP
script -Convert a group of

HTML files to a PHP script
-Convert HTML to PHP only
HTML page -Extract HTML

tags and contents from HTML
page to PHP variables

-Convert text to HTML and
convert HTML to any other
markup language -Convert

table to HTML table -Convert
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image to HTML image
-Convert image to GIF or

PNG image -Convert image to
Flash image -Convert table to

HTML table -Extract table
from HTML page to PHP
variables -Convert HTML

table to HTML table -Convert
table to HTML table -Convert
image to GIF image -Convert
image to PNG image -Convert
image to Flash image -Convert
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image to JPEG image
-Convert images to JPEG,

JPG, TIF, GIF, PNG, BMP,
TGA, ICO and PCX image

-Convert images to ICO image
-Convert images to PCX

image -Convert images to JPG
image -Convert images to

PNG image -Convert images
to GIF image -Convert images

to JPEG image -Convert
images to ICO image -Convert
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images to PCX image
-Convert images to BMP
image -Convert images to

TGA image -Convert images
to TIF image -Convert images
to TGA image -Convert image
to PDF -Convert any image to
a vector image -Convert data
in any html page to vectorized
data -Convert data in any html

page to a graphic -Convert
data in any html page to a pdf
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-Convert any image to a
vectorized image -Convert

text to image -Convert text to
GIF image -Convert text to
PNG image -Convert text to
JPG image -Convert text to
ICO image -Convert text to
PCX image -Convert text to

TIF image - 09e8f5149f
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Our HTML to PHP converter
is a very powerful piece of
software that can provide
value for any web developer
seeking a quick and easy way
to generate dynamic and php-
friendly code from original
HTML and HTML-SSI source
files. HTML to PHP
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Converter is specially
designed to convert HTML
code to both SSI and standard
PHP code. HTML to PHP
Converter is a stand-alone
application, which means it
does not depend on other
applications, allowing
conversion to be performed,
in seconds, from any XHTML
or SHTML source file. HTML
To PHP Converter is an
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industry-standard HTML to
PHP converter and the sole
purpose of this tool is to
generate web-ready PHP code
from an original HTML or
HTML-SSI source file.
HTML To PHP Converter is a
complete solution, providing
not only a fast HTML to PHP
converter, but also a built-in
Tidy tool for HTML
optimization and a SHTML
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Convertor tool for converting
most HTML and HTML-SSI
directives to their PHP
equivalent code. HTML To
PHP Converter is the fastest,
easiest, quickest way to
convert HTML and HTML-
SSI code to PHP, making it
possible to work more
efficiently and save hours of
time and countless hours of
repetitive code with the help
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of a fully automated tool.
HTML To PHP Converter is
also very effective, as it is one
of the most powerful html to
php tools to allow generation
of php-friendly code from
original HTML source files.
HTML To PHP Converter
also provides a handy SHTML
converter, which seamlessly
converts most SSI directives
to their equivalent PHP code.
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This function can be activated
via the toolbar buttons or the
right click context menu.
Converting HTML to PHP
with HTML to PHP Converter
is as easy as pie, thanks to its
wizard-like interface. Just
select your html file and the
tool will handle the rest.
HTML to PHP Converter
converts large-size projects
from one format to another,
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thus saving you hours of
needless repetitive work. This
professional tool allows the
web developer to perform a
"free" conversion of any
HTML file to PHP code, thus
providing instant value for any
HTML file. A very accurate
HTML to PHP converter for
converting page templates to
PHP code and generating code
from a source file such as
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HTML. HTML to PHP
converter is designed
for.HTML and.shtml
documents, and it can process
over thousands of lines of
code at the press of a button.
HTML to PHP Converter
include a built-in Tidy

What's New in the HTML To PHP Converter?

HTML to PHP Converter for
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Mac creates clean, fast PHP5
websites with the ease and
flexibility of a template-based
tool. HTML To PHP
Converter allows for the
generation of clean and fast
websites on any platform:
Web, Windows, and Unix
(Linux, OS X, and *BSD).
HTML To PHP Converter
provides ultra-fast
development. By removing the
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need for recoding (the time-
consuming step of re-parsing
HTML into PHP), our HTML
To PHP Converter generates
code at about 100x the speed
of traditional tools, resulting
in websites that can be created
in about 5-10 minutes,
compared to hours or days
with other tools. HTML To
PHP Converter is also 100%
WYSIWYG. Simply drag and
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drop your HTML pages into
HTML To PHP Converter and
it will instantly convert the
pages, without any coding
required. HTML To PHP
Converter is a powerful
HTML creation,
transformation, and
conversion tool that serves as
a complete one-stop-shop for
building a fast, clean, and easy
to maintain website. Features:
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> HTML To PHP converter is
a powerful HTML creation,
transformation, and
conversion tool that serves as
a complete one-stop-shop for
building a fast, clean, and easy
to maintain website. HTML
To PHP Converter has
powerful conversion functions
for HTML to PHP, XML to
PHP, CSS to PHP, Text to
PHP, and SSI directives to
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PHP. No HTML to PHP code
is too complex for our HTML
to PHP converter. > HTML to
PHP converter is extremely
fast. The speed of the HTML
to PHP converter comes in
large part from the use of
caching. The XML to PHP
converter uses the latest
technology from the W3C to
cache documents as they are
converted. Many tools use
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DOM to parse HTML, but
DOM is very slow. Our XML
converter uses XML DOM,
which is the fastest method to
convert HTML to PHP. >
HTML to PHP converter
supports converting HTML to
PHP in automatic or manual
mode. The automatic mode is
a typical shortcut to produce
website-ready PHP code
without any HTML
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knowledge. The manual mode
lets you enter the source code
for any HTML page which is
used to generate the PHP
code. HTML To PHP
converter can be set as a
default application for
converting HTML files to
PHP. The HTML to PHP
converter can also
automatically launch when the
Web folder is created. >
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HTML to PHP converter can
quickly fix problems such as
code injection, validation,
encoding, style declaration,
footer, and header. It can also
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System Requirements:

- Supported OS: Windows 10
(64bit or later) - Minimum
recommended: 2GB RAM -
Sound Card: DirectX
9-compatible sound card
-.NET Framework 4.0 - Please
refer to the online manual for
detailed information on the
usage of each item. There are
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many items and accessories
that are not included with the
package, and which you will
need to purchase separately,
such as the X-22. The prices
of these items are shown on
the official homepage. The
accompanying sound card is
not included in
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